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Coulomb drag in graphene





What is Coulomb drag?

Coulomb drag =  response of the passive layer   
                            to a current in the active layer
                            mediated by Coulomb interaction



Pogrebinskii '77; Zheng, MacDonald '93; Jauho, Smith '93; Kamenev, Oreg '95; Flensberg et al. '95



Drag in graphene



Dirac spectrum at low energies

electron-hole symmetry at the Dirac point

linear spectrum – no Galilean invariance

– non-trivial single-layer conductivity

small interlayer distance d 

News in graphene



Drag in graphene: experiment
single-gate device
Austin group: Kim, Jo, Nah, Yao, Banerjee, and Tutuc, PRB (2011)

double-gate device
Tutuc and Kim, Solid State Comm. (2012)



Drag in graphene: experiment
double-gate device

Tutuc and Kim, Solid State Comm. (2012)



– “clean”

substrate and spacer – BN

– smaller inter-layer spacing

       d  = 1-10 nm

Drag in graphene: experiment

-  Double-gate setup:

                                                               Manchester group: Nature Phys. (2012)



Talk by Leonid Ponomarenko 

Drag in graphene: experiment



double-gate device

Drag in graphene: experiment

                                                     Manchester group,  Nature Phys. (2012)



 (zero magnetic field)



disordered graphene  (τ << τee)

                                          Narozhny, Titov, IG, Ostrovsky,  PRB (2012)



Tse, Hu, Das Sarma, PRB'07





ultra-clean graphene  (τ >> τee)

Schütt, Ostrovsky, Titov, IG, Narozhny, Mirlin, PRL (2013)

see also J. Lux and L. Fritz, PRB (2012)





Graphene: no Galilean invariance, relativistic dynamics 



Clean vs. disordered graphene 



Kinetic theory of the drag 

Linearized kinetic equation:



Inelastic scattering in graphene 

Linear spectrum:   

Velocity is not equivalent to momentum:
momentum conservation does not prevent current relaxation
- Finite transport rate due to inelastic e-e scattering

Collinear scattering singularity:
momentum conservation = energy conservation
- Fast thermalization within a given direction

           Kashuba '08; Müller & Sachdev '08;  Fritz, Müller, Schmalian, Sachdev '08



Collinear scattering singularity 



Double-layer graphene 

Only two modes (velocity and momentum) in each layer:

Fast unidirectional thermalization between layers:

Kinetic (integral) equation reduces to a 3x3 matrix equation!

Hydrodynamics: 
total momentum (= energy current) + charge currents



Scattering rates: Golden Rule

close to the Dirac point away from the Dirac point

Velocity (not momentum!) relaxation / transfer rates



Drag resistivity

Equal layers:

Non-equal layers near the Dirac point

Finite drag at the double Dirac point in the clean case:
Fast momentum (energy current) transfer followed by the
intralayer velocity relaxation due to the e-e interaction





neutrality point                      
(additional correlations)

Schütt, Ostrovsky, Titov, IG, Narozhny, Mirlin, PRL (2013)

alternative mechanism:  Song & Levitov, PRL (2012)



Drag rate: third order

Exactly at the Dirac point: finite third-order drag

Matrix element of interaction: beyond first order



Diffusive regime

Conventional (second-order) drag vanishes at the Dirac point

 Third-order (Levchenko & Kamenev 2008) drag dominates



Correlated disorder

Ballistic regime:

Diffusive regime:
interlayer Cooper mode  (IG, Yashenkin, Khveshchenko '99)

Correlated elastic scattering in the two layers with common impurities



Drag at the Dirac point



giant magnetodrag 

Titov et al. arXiv:1303.6264

see also Song & Levitov,  arXiv:1303.3529 
              Song, Abanin, Levitov, arXiv:1304.1450



Magnetodrag
                                                       Manchester group, Nature Phys. (2012)



Experiment (talk by L. Ponomarenko) 



Why is drag finite at the double Dirac point? 

Four fluids (e1, h1 and e2, h2)
Opposite Lorentz forces for electrons and holes:
charge and quasiparticle currents noncollinear 

infinite sample



``macroscopic'' vs ``mesoscopic'' samples:
        energy-escape length (phonons) important



Drude-like description (infinite sample)



Drude-like description (finite sample)



Magnetodrag at the double Dirac point



Magnetodrag: experiment vs theory



Hall drag: experiment vs theory



Summary
Coulomb drag in graphene:

-  Perturbation theory (disordered graphene) 

-  Kinetic theory in clean graphene  
(equilibrated drag)

-  Peak at the Dirac point                               
3rd order drag, drag with correlated disorder

-  Giant magnetodrag at the Dirac point
    (four liquid model: positive & negative drag)
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